
Pull out rotation release 
handle located at back of  
the seat. Seat swivels and 
locks every 90º degrees

To remove, simply follow in reverse step      overleaf  
in the ‘Assembly Instructions’ 

Hold open rotation release handle (RRH) at rear and 
hold seat at front.  Turn 90°, just past 90° lift and 

continue turning until seat lifts off

The height of  the seat is adjusted on a gas strut, 
similar to an office chair.

 
To raise the seat, simply press down on the foot pedal 

and the seat will raise by itself

(Please note - As your little one becomes heavier,
the seat will not rise by itself if he/she is sitting in the high chair)

To lower the seat with table off, follow the same instructions

To remove foot rest entirely, refer 
to ‘attaching seat assembly’ 
instructions above. With the seat 
removed the foot rest can be slid 
off  the gas strut pole attached to 
the seat. You may wish to remove 
the foot rest if  your little one is 
more comfortable without one, or 
when you turn the Scoop from a 
high chair to a stool.
 WARNING - never try to fix foot 
rest to bottom half  of  gas strut

The Scoop can be used as a stool, either with or without the foot rest, up to the age of 5 
years

Please Note -
complies with BS EN 14988:2006
Complies to this standard in high chair 
mode from 6 months to 3 years, but 
Brother Max has taken care to ensure 
safe for use in stool mode by children 
up to the age of  5 years or up to a 
weight of 23kg . It is always the 
responsibility of  an adult to ensure that 
children over 3 years are safely using 
the scoop high chair in stool mode

Slide T section of  
harness through 

slot...

Follow the 'removing crotch harness' 
instructions in reverse and please 
take care when clipping table cover 
bracket back into place – if  you place 
your fingers too low down on the 
sides you might catch your fingers - 
press on front sides whilst pushing 
down on the top until it clicks into 
place. Ensure crotch buckle is facing 
outwards when re-installing

Ensure seat insert is 
correctly placed inside 
seat and check that 
the hole in the seat 
insert lines up with 
the hole in the high 
chair seat

...and remove

Feed chair strap 
through hole in seat 
insert, then follow    

above

Insert waist restraint
through chair strap, 

checking it is properly in  
place by pulling towards you

Click onto crotch 
harness buckle for 

correct use

Locate hole in seat shell, fold plastic 
T section at end of  strap and push 

through hole. Ensure padlock 
symbol faces up so can be seen 

Use allen key (supplied) 
to help push T section 

until it will go no further

Pull up on end of  
strap to ensure it is 

fixed securely

Remove table from 
seat

To close simply push 
table in

Press firmly until it 
clicks in

Locate table release handle 
underneath table, pull up 

and out to release

Table in fully closed 
position

Turn table over, locate clip 
and remove table cover with 

flat head screw driver

Converted to Stool 

Insert table cover into 
seat

Select required heightTurn to loosen

Turn to tighten

You may prefer to 
push down on either 

side of  the seat

To lower the seat press down 
on the foot pedal and at the 
same time push down on the 

seat until it reaches the 
required height

Locate padlock symbol on
strap and pull just this part
of  the strap upwards firmly
to remove

Ensure correct placement
of  seat insert inside seat

Table cover

Table cover bracket is 
now removed

Table cover bracket

Stool mode – replace table cover bracket and table cover
High chair mode – replace table cover bracket and re-insert table
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First remove table, then 
gently lift table cover with 

flat head screw driver

Press firmly on both 
sides of  the front of  
the table cover bracket

Lift up and remove table cover 
bracket with your thumb

Press firmly on centre button to
release harness buckle

Correctly installed
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Re-installing
Seat Strap

7 Using Waist
Restraint with
Seat Insert 

5 Removing Seat Strap

4 Re-installing
Crotch Harness

8
Using
Seat Insert 10

Rotating
Seat
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Converting Scoop from High Chair to Stool Removing Seat from the Gas Strut Pole

11 Releasing and Closing Table 12 Adjusting Foot Rest

9 Adjusting Height of Seat

How to Use Instructions

3 Removing Crotch Harness

2 Using Buckle

1 Crotch Harness,
Seat Strap and
Waist Restraint
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